Fifth Inter-American Award on Innovation for Effective Public Management – 2017

Terms of Application

Secretariat for Hemispheric Affairs (SHA)/Department for Effective Public Management (DEPM)
Presentation

The "Inter-American Award on Innovation for Effective Public Management" is an activity of the OAS Department for Effective Public Management (DEPM) that aims to enhance, systematize, encourage and promote public management innovations as useful experiences and possible to replicate elsewhere. The final objective is to contribute to the strengthening of transparency, participation and effectiveness of public institutions of the Americas.

Our effort counts also on the special collaboration of the OAS Department of Social Inclusion and the Inter-American Commission of Women. Their contributions have been important to include tow (2) new categories: Innovation on Social Inclusion and Innovation in the Promotion of Rights and Gender Equity approach.

Since its First Edition in 2013, more than 460 innovative experiences were received. Among those, 29 were assigned a special recognition and 19 were awarded, from 19 member States: Argentina, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Trinidad & Tobago, Uruguay and Venezuela.

All selected and winning experiences are available on the "Database of Innovative Experiences for Effective Public Management" open to public officers, academics and interested public who will have the possibility to know first hand the innovative efforts that public institutions of the Americas make every day in order to provide better public services and fulfill their mandates and objectives for the benefit of citizens that all public servants should.

Finally, it is important to reiterate the invitation to all public administrations of OAS Member States to participate in this call, with the understanding that their efforts will be known and appreciated by the community of public officers of the Americas and will strengthen the bonds of cooperation among our fellow nations and democratic governance in the region as a whole.

Sincerely,

María Fernanda Trigo
Director of the Department for Effective Public Management (DEPM)
Secretariat for Hemispheric Affairs (SHA)
The main objective of the Inter-American Award on Innovation for Effective Public Management – PIGEP (for its acronyms in Spanish) is to strengthen democratic governance in the region through the improvement of public administrations of the OAS Member States, through the dissemination and exchange of innovative experiences in effective public management.

Its specific objectives are:

1. To recognize, identify, collect and disseminate innovative practices in public management of the countries of the Inter-American System;
2. To draw attention to innovation as a cross-cutting element of public management that goes beyond the use of technology;
3. To keep an Observatory of innovative experiences on public management that can be consulted by public officials, experts and citizens in general;
4. To generate among the public a growing demand for the improvement of public management in their public administrations; and
5. To foster innovation in public management among the countries of the Americas.

The criteria to be considered by the External Jury are:

a. Singularity
   It relates with the implementation of initiatives with a strong innovative component within the public administration. By means of that, it seeks to know how the innovative experience was conceived, its backgrounds and own features.

b. Impact on citizens
   It seeks to demonstrate that the innovation have brought a greater benefit to citizens (shorter waiting times, clear information, simplified processes, amongst other). In that regard, the innovative experience must show the mechanisms (quantitative and qualitative indicators, surveys, etc.) used to measure the results and the achievement of the objectives proposed.

c. Replicability
   It refers to the possibility to replicate the innovative practice in other countries of the Americas. To that end, the possibility of adapting administrative processes to other institutional contexts, the availability of funding and the political and social constraints should be valued.

d. Efficiency
   It refers to the ability of the institution to manage the processes related to the initiative so to optimize the use of resources (financial, human, logistic, etc.) in order to generate more and better results.

e. Sustainability
   It implies the level of "rooting" of the experience that makes it able to withstand time, political, institutional and organizational changes, lack of funding, lack of commitment of the authorities and government officials, amongst other.
f. Gender Perspective

It considers how the initiative promotes improvements of the equality and equity between men and women, in terms of diversity, access, treatment, opportunities, quality, public services, among others. The gender perspective within the public institution is also analyzed.

g. Citizen Participation

It refers to the level of citizen involvement and participation through the different stages of the innovative experience (design, planning, implementing, evaluation and monitoring) with the aim of achieving institutional and national objectives proposed.

The levels of participation comprise:

- **Information level.** The public information provided to citizens reflects a deep knowledge of their needs, addressing and identifying problems and solutions.

- **Consultation level.** The impartial and balanced public information as well as the political decisions adopted have taken into consideration analysis and inputs from citizens, civil society organizations and social agents.

- **Involvement level.** Public problems and solutions adopted reflect a direct and permanent dialogue with citizens, civil society organizations and social agents.

- **Collaboration level.** Problems and solutions identified have been addressed through a permanent and ongoing collaboration with citizens, civil society organizations and social agents.

- **Empowerment level.** Political decisions adopted for the benefit of society have been promoted and reaffirmed by citizens, civil society organizations and social agents.

Categories

The PIGEP includes 6 categories linked to public Management areas, such as:

a. Innovation in Human Talent Management

It comprises initiatives and strategies carried out by public administrations intended to ensure a proper management of human talent, intended as the promotion and professional development of the public servant, in the context of a professionalized civil service. The innovative experience should focus on the training and capacity-building of public servants for the effective exercise of their responsibilities and duties in order to strengthen transparent institutional practices, the search for consensus to undertake institutional reforms and the accountability to citizens.

b. Innovation in Open Government

Elements to be considered are:

- **Participation:** It refers to those initiatives and strategies with the aim to foster and promote the citizens' right to be actively involved in the decision-making process; to promote the interaction between the Government and Civil Society so that they both can mutually benefit from their
knowledge, ideas, and experiences in order to improve the quality and effectiveness of the public action. The flow of information - from the Government towards the citizens, civil society organizations and private sector; and the feedback from them to the Government – is key for the good functioning of an Open Government.

- **Transparency:** Defined as those initiatives and strategies, which aim to put at the disposal of citizens useful information about the responsibilities, actions, decisions, data, plans, sources, amongst other, on public administrations and their members.

- **Collaboration:** It refers to those initiatives and strategies, which are intended to engage, involve and convene all the citizens and social agents for the co-creation of a legitimate public value and the contribution to resolving problems of general interest, collective problems, taking advantage of the society’s different sectors and actors.

c. **Innovation in Institutional Coordination**

It comprises initiatives and strategies carried out by the public administrations, which are intended to ensure the coherence and coordination between internal and external actors involved for the achievement of common objectives and/or policies. In that regard, the coordination could imply:

- **Inter-institutional Coordination:** It seeks effective coordination between the different institutions and dependencies of the Public Administration.

- **Intra-institutional Coordination:** It seeks effective coordination within the public sector institutions and dependencies, as well as specialized and autonomous national agencies (High Administration, Management, Technical levels)

- **Trans-institutional Coordination:** It seeks effective coordination between a national entity/institution/agency and civil society organizations (NGOs, labor unions, professional associations, chambers of commerce, community and student groups, amongst others) or private business sector.

d. **Innovation in Social Inclusion**

It refers to the initiatives and/or government strategies that promote the well-being of people in vulnerable situations, in an inclusive and equitable manner in order to positively transform their living conditions. For this category, a cross-cutting and differentiated approach should be assessed, such as the inclusion in the government activities and processes of vulnerable populations such as people with disabilities, youth at risk, Afro-descendants, indigenous people, migrants, LGTBI communities and elderly people.

That being said, innovations may include the following aspects:

- **Social Protection:** it refers to original strategies and initiatives that - focusing on issued such as poverty, vulnerability and exclusion - aim to create opportunities and improve the quality of life; to guarantee everyone’s income security and access to essential social services; with the final objective to consolidate integral systems based on respect of human rights and principles of universality, sustainability, equality, inclusion, co-responsibility, solidarity and equity.
- **Labor Inclusion**: it refers to original strategies or initiatives related to working conditions, productive employment, decent work and equal opportunities for people in vulnerable situations.

- **Financial Inclusion**: it refers to strategies and initiatives that promote the inclusion of traditionally excluded segments of the population in the financial system.

- **Digital Inclusion**: It refers to strategies and initiatives seeking to democratize access to information and communications technology in order to enable the inclusion of all segments of the population in the information society.

---

**Note**: The aspect must be specified in the application form of the innovative experience.

---

**e. Innovation in Government Procurement**

Government procurements are to intended as development tools whose economic, environmental and social impacts is reflected on national productivity:

- **Economic Impact**: The impact is economic as it actively stimulates the participation of enterprises, associations and/or other strategic sector and promotes the regional and local development.

- **Environmental Impact**: The impact is environmental as it promotes the implementation of environmental sustainability process (sustainable procurement).

- **Social Impact**: The impact is social as it promotes the formal work and/or facilitates the employability of vulnerable or disadvantaged groups

In this respect, the innovation in Government Procurement should not only be focused on the management of resources; but also in the State capacity of providing effective public services. Likewise, it should be an important space to promote and to encourage an interactive participation among the different actors and agents of society: Natural and legal persons, public servants and citizens.

**f. Innovation in the Promotion of Rights and Gender Equity approach**

It refers to those initiatives and government strategies that contribute to the advance of gender equality and women's rights and their empowerment in different areas, whether within or outside the institution. That being said, innovations may include the following aspects:

- **Encouraging participation of women in policy design**: it includes initiatives and strategies that provide or facilitate a new approach to citizen participation, especially for women with no financial resources, in designing policies, through various mechanisms or techniques of knowledge management, among others.

- **High-quality standards in the provision of public services to women**: it includes initiatives and strategies that provide greater access to high quality and affordable service delivery for women. It includes innovations in delivery mechanisms for services that are
tailored to the specific needs of women, taking into account aspects related to safety, family care, limitations on access and mobility, among others.

- **Prevention, eradication and treatment of violence against women**: it includes initiatives to prevent, treat and eradicate violence against women in all its manifestations.

**Note: The aspect must be specified in the application form of the innovative experience.**

**Award**

The award-winners experiences will receive the following:

- The holding of an Award Ceremony of the PIGEP, according to each category;
- The invitation to participate as speakers at the Award Ceremony of the 2017 PIGEP
- The publication of the award-winners experiences in the OAS media.

The OAS reserves the right to publish the results of the selection process. Likewise, applicants must give - in the application form, his/her authorization for the publication and use - total or partial - of the content of the application.

**Calendar * **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Beginning of the call for applications</td>
<td>June 9, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Deadline to apply</td>
<td>July 31, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Publication of results</td>
<td>August 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Award Ceremony</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The calendar may be subject to change due to reasons of force majeure.

**What is an innovative experience?**

An innovative experience in effective public management is a **public initiative** (broadly defined as a program, public policy, activity, process, etc.) carried out by a public administration that, due to its originality or characteristics, has generated outstanding results in its effectiveness and efficiency for the benefit of citizens.

For the purposes of the Award, the **innovative experience must possess a minimum of 2-year implementation period from its execution.**
To apply to the Inter-American Award on Innovation for Effective Public Management, the following requirements have to be met:

a. Be a public institution/entity at any administrative level (national, regional, local) from a OAS member state;

b. The innovative experiences must have a two-year implementation time from the execution stage. The design is not considered part of the implementation stage.

C. Complete the Online Application Form. The deadline to apply is July 31st, 2017.

**IMPORTANT:**
- Applications focusing exclusively on Draft Bills, software, online platforms, or on general reforms will not be considered;
- Hard copies of applications will not be accepted. Only the electronic versions will be evaluated as submitted through the online Application Form.

**Special considerations**

- If the institution wants to apply on more than one category, it must apply through different application forms.
- The institution can apply a maximum of three experiences per category.
- All the information contained in the application form is considered true. If at any stage of the process it is proved that this requirement is not fulfilled; the application will be automatically disqualified. The decision can not be appealed.

**How is the assessment realized?**

Evaluation will be based on objective and technical criteria, impartially and independently verifiable.

The OAS Department for Effective Public Management will make a preliminary selection to verify the compliance with the application requirements and will submit the selected experiences to a Special Jury.

The Special Jury is composed by academic and political experts recognized for their expertise in public management. They shall decide and select which applications are worthy of receiving recognition from the OAS and their selection will be based on pre-selected criteria and categories. To that end, the Special Jury may require more information about the application by phone, if they deem necessary.

In the absence of at least one application, the Jury may declare the category as void. It is also possible that the Jury declare a category void if, though still having applications, they did not meet the selection criteria. The decisions of the Special Jury will be taken in accordance with the specific characteristics in
each category and criteria established in the General Information and the On-line Application Form. Likewise, its deliberations are confidential and final.

Only one experience will be awarded for each category and the decision is not appealable.

If necessary, the Special Jury may assign “special mentions” to those applications that have a special potential or component. These “special mentions” can’t be given to those applications which have been selected as winner.

Who are the members of the Special Jury?

The Special Jury is chaired by the OAS Secretary for Hemispheric Affairs and it is composed by distinguished experts, academics and officials from institutions and internationally renowned universities.

At any time the OAS Department for Effective Public Management (DEPM) will serve as Technical Secretariat, in order to facilitate the activities.

Technical Support / Assistance

The OAS Department for Effective Public Management (DEPM) will provide assistance to the applicants interested in submitting innovative experiences of their national institutions/entities.

Assistance includes: Answering information requests about requirements, the application process and other things related to this activity.

How to apply

To apply to the PIGEP, please follow the following steps:

- Enter the PIGEP 2017 Webpage, and select Online Application Form;
- Select the option “Check if you have no code”, then click “Submit”.
- By entering, you will be assigned a red code. Please take note of your code, if you decide to save the application and finish it later. In that regard, as you access again the form, please enter the code in the box “Anonymous Login Code”.
- If you want to read in advance the questions of the Application Form, access the PIGEP 2017 Webpage and select “General Information”
- From this Edition, no hard copies will be accepted. To that end, the online application form has a special section for submitting annexes. You can annex a maximum of 3 documents, each one not exceeding 3MB.
- Please note, to submit successfully a document, select “Browse”, then the document you want to annex, finally click “Upload”, in order to save the document in the platform.
Please find below a sample of the Application form, which is available online: http://www.oas.org/forms/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=PIGEP2017_ENG

APPLICATION FORM

"Inter-American Award on Innovation for Effective Public Management - 2017"
(All fields with * are mandatory)

What is an innovative experience?
An innovative experience in effective public management is a public initiative (broadly defined as a program, public policy, activity, process, etc.) carried out by a public administration that, due to its originality or characteristics, has generated outstanding results in its effectiveness and efficiency for the benefit of citizens.

For the purposes of the Award, the experience must possess a minimum of 2 years implementation period.

I. General Information *

Applying Member State

- Select country -

Applying Public Institution

Title of the Innovative Experience:

Implementation period of the Innovative Experience at the time of the application.

Category:

- Select category -

II. Brief presentation / Summary of the Innovative Experience *

A brief presentation of the Innovative Experience is required (300 words maximum):*

- 11 -
III. Institutional Information *

Name of applying institution: 
Address and Telephone 
Website 
E-mail: 

**Administrative Level**

- Select an option -
National  
State-Regional  
Local  
Other, please specify

**Administrative Nature**

- Select an option-
State Branch  
Ministry, Secretariat  
Independent institution  
Specialized Agency  
Public company  
Other - specify

IV. Information on the Innovative Experience *

1. Executive Summary:

This section requires presenting the innovative experience in details. You should give information and more elements on the initiative. **(500 words maximum):**


2. Background situation

Please describe the situation that the initiative/program/public policy aimed to resolve and/or improve. **(300 words maximum)**
3. Link between the innovative experience and the category selected

Please, explain why and how the innovative experience fits in the category you chose. (300 words maximum):*

4. Evaluation criteria

a. Singularity. It relates with the implementation of initiatives with a strong innovative component within the public administration. By means of that, it seeks to know how the innovative experience was conceived, its backgrounds and own features.

Please answer the following questions: (300 words maximum each answer):

Who designed the initiative?
- Consultancy Report
- Policy Proposal
- Officers from the same institution

Please, describe the elements that make the experience innovative

Are there similar experiences to the one presented, within your or a foreign country?

b. Impact on citizens. It seeks to demonstrate that the innovation have brought a greater benefit to citizens (shorter waiting times, clear information, simplified processes, amongst other). In that regard,
the innovative experience must show the mechanisms (quantitative and qualitative indicators, surveys, etc.) used to measure results and the achievement of objectives proposed.

Please answer the following questions: (300 words maximum each answer):

Please explain how citizens benefit from the experience. Indicate, comparative data

Does the initiative count with qualitative and quantitative indicators to demonstrate the impact? Please, indicate them.

Has the innovative experience also benefited other groups of populations, communities?

c. Replicability. It refers to the possibility to replicate the innovative practice in other countries of the Americas. To that end, the possibility of adapting administrative processes to other institutional contexts, the availability of funding and the political and social constraints should be valued.

Please answer the following questions: (300 words maximum each answer):

Why is the innovative experience likely to be replicated by other institutions?

What key elements should be considered in order to replicate the experience in other institutions/countries?

d. Efficiency. It refers to the ability of the institution to manage the processes related to the initiative so to optimize the use of resources (financial, human, logistic, etc.) in order to generate more and better results.

Please answer the following questions: (300 words maximum each answer):

General Budget of the Institution / Budget of the innovative experience. Has the entire budget been executed?

Overall number of the Institution's personnel / Number of personnel working in the innovative experience
If you could give an opinion on the cost-benefit of the implementation of the innovative experience: would you say that it is positive or negative? Please, explain.

**e. Sustainability of the experience.** It implies the level of "rooting" of the experience that makes it able to withstand time, political, institutional and organizational changes, lack of funding, lack of commitment of the authorities and government officials, amongst other.

Please answer the following questions: **(300 words maximum each answer):**

To facilitate the implementation of the experience, did the institution develop some kind of coordination mechanisms/strategies with other institution? Please, provide details.

Is there some legal provision that makes the implementation compulsory?

Did the political administration of the institution change during the implementation of the experience? How many times?

Number of years covered by the budget (Please, specify if 1, 5, 10 years)

**f. Gender Perspective.** It considers how the initiative promotes improvements of the equality and equity between men and women, in terms of diversity, access, treatment, opportunities, quality, and public services, among others. The gender perspective within the public institution is also analyzed.

Please answer the following questions: **(300 words maximum each answer):**

Does the initiative consider and apply gender perspective and the principles of Equality & No Discrimination? In what stage (design, implementation, etc)?

Is there a coordination mechanism/strategy in place with the guiding institution on women's development of your country?

Does the initiative have an explicit/institutionalized strategy on affirmative action and/or positive discrimination, considering variables on gender, different abilities, socio-economic level, among others?
g. Citizen Participation. It refers to demonstrate and to explain the level of citizen involvement through different stages of the innovative experience (design, planning, implementing, evaluating and monitoring) with the aim of achieving institutional and national objectives proposed.

Please answer the following questions: **(300 words maximum each answer)**:

Is there an institutionalized and permanent space that promotes the citizen participation? Please, explain.

What is the level of citizen participation in decision-making?

Please, indicate quantitative and qualitative indicators and mechanisms used to promote the citizen participation during the different stages of the innovative experience.

V. Annexes

In this Section, you may upload relevant documents that could provide more information on the experience presented, for a maximum of **3 documents**.

**IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please be aware that in order to successfully submit the documents you have to click on the "UPLOAD" button.**

File size restricted to: 3072 KB (3MB) - per file

File type restricted to: **DOC, DOCX, JPG, PDF, XLS, XLSX**
Participants’ Statement *

The applying institution declares that:

1. It has read the basis for application of the “Inter-American Award on Innovation for Effective Public Management” and agrees to its scope.
2. All the information contained in the application form is true and verifiable and the applicant is entirely responsible for it.
3. It agrees to provide to the OAS Department for Effective Public Management any additional information that may be requested during the assessment process.
4. It has not nor had any link neither to the members of the Jury nor to any officer in the Department for Effective Public Management during the last five years (except for the nationality).
5. The OAS Department for Effective Public Management is authorized to publish the innovative experience presented and the results of the evaluation process.

Name of the Legal Representative

Position:

Contact person

Position:
Telephone:
E-mail:

☐ I have read and accept the terms and conditions previously described for the Inter-American Award on Innovation for Effective Public Management - Edition 2017